


• Established in 1950 
• World’s largest and most trusted source of free 

safety education for general aviation (GA) 
• A division of the AOPA Foundation, Inc.  

o 501(c)(3) nonprofit, charitable organization 
o Funded by generous donations 

Who We Are 



• Provide free safety education to pilots worldwide 
o Online Courses, Seminars, Videos, Quizzes, Publications 

• Accident analysis, research, and reports 
• Flight instructor renewals 
• Over 2,000,000 views of our programs last year 
• Foster a “safety culture” – Collaborate with 

government, industry, and academia 
 

 

What We Do 



Icing Education / Outreach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Weather caused the largest number and highest proportion of fatal accidents in 2011 – a stable trend each year.



• 2003 – 2012: 121 icing accidents / 46 fatal (fixed-
wing & helicopters less than 12,500 lb.) 
– Inadequate planning 
– Aircraft not equipped—and going anyway 
– Aircraft equipped—but not escaping after encounter  

Trends 



• “Ice Week” educational theme 
o Webinar with NWS/AWC 
o Safety videos 
o Safety quizzes 
o Safety articles 
o Blogs 
o Etc… 

 
 

 

Icing Education / Outreach 
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• Safety Videos 
• Real Pilot Stories (videos) 
• Pilot Safety Announcement  
• Safety Quizzes 
• Publications 
• Webinars 

 
 

 

Icing Education / Outreach 
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• Online Course 
o Basic theory 
o Hazards 
o Tips on avoiding 
o Exit strategies 

 
 

Icing Education / Outreach 



• Accident Case Study: Airframe 
Icing 

• SR22, structural icing 
• Ice Protection System, but not 

approved for FIKI 
• No AIRMETS, SIGMETS, or PIREPs 

along intended route 
• Pilot flew into clouds with temps 

near freezing 
• Pilot didn’t declare 

urgency/emergency 
• NTSB cited NWS’s inaccurate icing 

forecast as a factor 
o NWS algorithm showed low 

probability of icing when conditions 
showed severe 

 

Icing Education / Outreach 
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�The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident as follows: the pilot's in-flight loss of control following an inadvertent encounter with unforecast severe icing conditions. A factor in the accident was the inaccurate icing forecast developed by the NWS Aviation Weather Center.Analysis of the actual weather conditions encountered revealed the likelihood that the pilot encountered severe icing related to super-cooled large water droplets as the aircraft achieved 16,000 feet and above. Review of the weather forecast products available at the time of the pilot's briefing disclosed that the AFSS briefing fully conformed to Federal Aviation Administration standards and adequately covered the observed and forecast weather conditions. Although post accident analysis of the weather conditions showed the clear likelihood of severe icing conditions, the algorithms used by the NWS Aviation Weather Center to predict icing conditions showed only a low probability of icing in the area, and, in the absence of PIREPs to the contrary, an icing forecast was not triggered.NTSB report for N286CD:http://www.ntsb.gov/_layouts/ntsb.aviation/brief.aspx?ev_id=20050222X00211&key=1&queryId=647f2a53-9a93-44c6-b5cd-f86ce6b4b90a&pgno=3&pgsize=50�



• Accident Case Study: 
Delayed Reaction 

• AIRMET for mod. icing – 
crying wolf? Been there, 
done that? 

• No evidence of weather 
briefing 

• Aircraft not certificated for 
flight in severe icing 

• No icing in Area Forecast 
• Numerous PIREPs and 

several Urgent PIREPs 
reported icing 

• Inertial Separator - OFF 
 

 
 

Icing Education / Outreach 
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�NTSB narrative:http://www.ntsb.gov/_layouts/ntsb.aviation/brief2.aspx?ev_id=20111220X20005&ntsbno=ERA12FA115&akey=1



• Pilots that NEED our 
education aren’t 
participating 

• Still value in teaching 
the reachable 

 

 
 

The Unreachable? 
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�NTSB narrative:http://www.ntsb.gov/_layouts/ntsb.aviation/brief2.aspx?ev_id=20111220X20005&ntsbno=ERA12FA115&akey=1



• AWC site 
o Information overload? 
o Point of entry – Filter by 

day/time/altitude/route 
o Pilot gets recommended 

tools for flight, including 
PIREP overlay for his/her 
altitude 

o Slow loading: Leave boxes 
“unchecked” by default 

o All tools: Change UTC to 
local 

AOPA Recommendations 
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NOAA's Current Icing Product is a supplementary weather product that provides a graphical view of the current icing environment. The CIP is updated hourly and provides current information (not forecasts) via icing severity graphics and icing probability graphics. All graphics display icing severity in five categories consistent with other weather reports: none, trace, light, moderate, and heavy. Keep in mind that the five levels of icing severity depicted on the CIP graphic are not specific to a type of aircraft or flight condition. They are only intended to depict general icing conditions for supplementing flight planning and situational awareness.The Forecast Icing Potential tool is an automatically generated forecast of icing potential. FIP examines numerical weather prediction model output to calculate the potential for in-flight aircraft icing conditions. This icing potential demonstrates the confidence that an atmospheric location, represented by a three-dimensional model grid box, will contain supercooled liquid water that is likely to form ice on an aircraft. By FAA policy, FIP is classified as a restricted supplementary weather product, authorized for use by meteorologists and dispatchers only.



AOPA Recommendations 
• Icing in mountainous areas? 
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Presentation Notes
NOAA's Current Icing Product is a supplementary weather product that provides a graphical view of the current icing environment. The CIP is updated hourly and provides current information (not forecasts) via icing severity graphics and icing probability graphics. All graphics display icing severity in five categories consistent with other weather reports: none, trace, light, moderate, and heavy. Keep in mind that the five levels of icing severity depicted on the CIP graphic are not specific to a type of aircraft or flight condition. They are only intended to depict general icing conditions for supplementing flight planning and situational awareness.The Forecast Icing Potential tool is an automatically generated forecast of icing potential. FIP examines numerical weather prediction model output to calculate the potential for in-flight aircraft icing conditions. This icing potential demonstrates the confidence that an atmospheric location, represented by a three-dimensional model grid box, will contain supercooled liquid water that is likely to form ice on an aircraft. By FAA policy, FIP is classified as a restricted supplementary weather product, authorized for use by meteorologists and dispatchers only.



• CIP/FIP are great tools – continue to improve, 
actively promote user feedback 

o Need better, faster integration of PIREPs into forecast 
system 

• Continue implementation of dual polarization radar 
to help detect SLD 

• Consider lack of icing forecasts in mountainous 
terrain 

o Need indication that forecasts not available 
• Keep AOPA informed, and we’ll educate 

o NOAA/NWS-funded education grant 
 

 

AOPA Recommendations 
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NOAA's Current Icing Product is a supplementary weather product that provides a graphical view of the current icing environment. The CIP is updated hourly and provides current information (not forecasts) via icing severity graphics and icing probability graphics. All graphics display icing severity in five categories consistent with other weather reports: none, trace, light, moderate, and heavy. Keep in mind that the five levels of icing severity depicted on the CIP graphic are not specific to a type of aircraft or flight condition. They are only intended to depict general icing conditions for supplementing flight planning and situational awareness.The Forecast Icing Potential tool is an automatically generated forecast of icing potential. FIP examines numerical weather prediction model output to calculate the potential for in-flight aircraft icing conditions. This icing potential demonstrates the confidence that an atmospheric location, represented by a three-dimensional model grid box, will contain supercooled liquid water that is likely to form ice on an aircraft. By FAA policy, FIP is classified as a restricted supplementary weather product, authorized for use by meteorologists and dispatchers only.
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